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IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS
When using electrical appliances, basic safety precautions should always be followed to
reduce the risk of fire, electric shock, and/or injury to persons, including the following:
1. Read all instructions.
2. This appliance is not intended for use
by persons (including children) with
reduced physical, sensory, or mental
capabilities, or lack of experience and
knowledge, unless they are closely
supervised and instructed concerning
use of the appliance by a person
responsible for their safety.
3. Close supervision is necessary when any
appliance is used by or near children.
Children should be supervised to ensure
that they do not play with the appliance.
4. To protect against risk of electrical shock,
do not put cord, plug, base, or motor in
water or other liquid.
5. Unplug cord from outlet when not in
use, before putting on or taking off parts,
and before cleaning.
6. Avoid contact with moving parts.
7. Do not operate any appliance with a
damaged cord or plug, or after the
appliance malfunctions, or is dropped
or damaged in any manner. All repairs
must be conducted by the manufacturer,
its service agent, or similarly qualified
persons in order to avoid a hazard. Call
the provided customer service number.
8. The use of attachments, including
canning jars, not recommended or sold
by the appliance manufacturer may
cause a risk of injury to persons.
9. Do not use outdoors.
10. Do not let cord hang over edge of
table or counter or touch hot surfaces,
including stove.
11. Do not place on or near a hot gas or
electric burner, or in a heated oven.

12. Keep hands and utensils out of the jar
and away from the cutting blade, while
blending or chopping food, to reduce
the risk of severe personal injury and/
or damage to the blender or available
attachments (attachments may not be
provided with blender). A rubber spatula
may be used but must be used only
when blender is not running.
13. Blades are sharp; handle carefully—
especially when emptying or cleaning
the blender jar.
14. Do not use a broken, chipped, or
cracked blender jar.
15. Do not use broken, cracked, or loose
cutting blade assembly.
16. Always operate blender with lid in place.
Remove emulsion cup only for adding
ingredients or to insert the tamper.
17. When blending hot liquids, secure
emulsion cup and close any edge cover
opening intended for pouring. To prevent
possible burns: Do not exceed the 6-cup
(1420-ml) level. Hot liquids may push off
lid during blending; therefore, with the
protection of an oven mitt or thick towel,
place one hand on top of the lid, keep
exposed skin away from the lid, and start
blending at lowest speed.
18. Ensure cutter assembly is tight and
secure to jar. Injury can result if moving
blades accidentally become exposed.
19. Do not leave blender unattended while it
is operating.
20. Before plugging cord into wall outlet,
turn off the appliance. To disconnect
cord, switch to OFF (O). Then remove
plug from wall outlet.
21. Do not use appliance for other than
intended purpose.
22. CAUTION: In order to avoid a hazard
due to inadvertent resetting of the
thermal cut-off, this appliance must
not be supplied through an external
switching device, such as a timer, or
connected to a circuit that is regularly
switched on and off by the utility.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS!
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Other Consumer Safety Information
This appliance is intended for household use only.

w WARNING

Electrical Shock Hazard:
This appliance is provided with a
grounded (3-prong) plug to reduce the
risk of electric shock. The plug fits only
one way into a grounded outlet. Do not
defeat the safety purpose of the plug
by modifying the plug in any way or by
using an adapter. If the plug does not
fit into the outlet, have an electrician
replace the outlet.

The length of the cord used on this
appliance was selected to reduce
the hazards of becoming tangled in
or tripping over a longer cord. If a
longer cord is necessary, an approved
extension cord may be used. The
electrical rating of the extension cord
must be equal to or greater than the
rating of the appliance. The extension
cord must be a grounding-type, 3-wire
cord. Care must be taken to arrange
the extension cord so that it will not
drape over the countertop or tabletop
where it can be pulled on by children or
accidentally tripped over.
If the cutting blade assembly locks and
will not move, it will damage the motor.
Do not use. Call the toll-free customer
service number for information.
Do not place blender jar in the freezer
filled with food or liquid. This can
result in damage to the cutting blade
assembly, jar, blender, and possibly
result in personal injury.

NOTE: This machine is equipped with motor overload protection. If the motor stops
during operation due to overheating, unplug and allow it to cool down for approximately
15 minutes. Plug machine back in to resume normal operation.
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Parts and Features
BEFORE FIRST USE: After unpacking the blender, follow the instructions in “Cleaning
Your Blender.”

Emulsion Cup

Lid

Tamper

Blender
Jar

Cutting
Blade
Assembly

Jar Pad
RESET/OFF (Power)
(I/O) Switch

Base

START/STOP
) Switch
(

PULSE
( ) Switch

Program
Buttons
Variable
Speed Dial
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Parts and Features (cont.)
Emulsion Cup: The emulsion cup helps create dressings and sauces that require slowly
adding liquid ingredients into the jar while the blender is in operation.
Lid: The lid is easy to put on, take off, and clean. Always use the lid and the emulsion cup
when the machine is in operation.
Blender Jar: Ounces, cups, and milliliters are clearly marked.
Tamper: The tamper helps mix thick or frozen recipes that cannot be processed with
regular blending. It prevents air pockets from forming and is a handy tool when making
nut butters or frozen desserts.
RESET/OFF (I/O) (Power) Switch/Circuit Breaker:
The RESET/OFF (I/O) (Power) switch is located on the right-hand side of
the blender base. This switch controls power to the blender. This switch
is also a circuit breaker that, if tripped, must be turned off and back on to
reset.

Control Panel
Variable SPEED Dial:
The center VARIABLE SPEED DIAL
determines the blender speed setting when
blending in MANUAL mode.

Program Buttons:
There are four program settings: HOT SOUP ( ), SMOOTHIE
( ), ICE CRUSH ( ), and WHOLE JUICE ( ). Select the
desired program by pressing the button for that program.
) Switch:
START/STOP (
) switch is used to begin or end the MANUAL
The START/STOP (
mode or to stop a program before the cycle ends.

PULSE ( ) Switch:
Press and hold down the PULSE ( ) switch to blend at the speed setting
shown on the VARIABLE SPEED DIAL in MANUAL mode.

Automatic Overload Protection: This machine is equipped with motor overload
protection. If the motor stops during operation due to overheating, unplug and allow
it to cool down for approximately 15 minutes. Plug machine back in to resume normal
operation.
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Using Your Blender
BEFORE FIRST USE: After unpacking the blender, follow the instructions in “Cleaning
Your Blender.”
IMPORTANT: The blender jar and cutting blade assembly are subject to wear during
normal use. Always inspect jar for nicks, chips, or cracks. Always inspect cutting blade
assembly for broken, cracked, or loose blades. If jar or cutting blade assembly is damaged,
do not use.

1
Place blender jar on base.

3
Place lid and emulsion cup on jar. Insert
the cup into the lid and secure by turning
clockwise. Remove the emulsion cup to
use the tamper or to add ingredients.
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2
Add ingredients.

4
Plug in blender. Move the RESET/OFF
(I/O) switch to the RESET (I) position
to turn on power to the blender and
ready it for blending. The front lights
will illuminate. Move the RESET/OFF
(I/O) switch to the OFF (O) position
anytime the machine is left unattended.
If blender is plugged in and switch is in
ON (I) position, but panel lights are not
illuminated, the blender has entered
standby mode. This will happen after 3
minutes of inactivity. Press any control
panel button or switch to resume normal
operation.

Using Program Settings
Programs are optimized for recipe categories and vary in blending speed
and duration. Pressing a program button illuminates only the program
selected. The blender automatically starts when the program button
is pressed and automatically stops at the end of the program. To stop
). Pressing
blender before program cycle ends, press START/STOP (
the program button again will reset the program, and it will start back
) again, the
from the beginning. Should you press START/STOP (
blender defaults to MANUAL mode.

The HOT SOUP ( )
setting purees and
heats ingredients
to just under the
boiling point. Do not
blend more than 6
cups (1420 ml) on
this program. When
making soups, start
with cold or roomtemperature ingredients. The emulsion cup
can be kept in the lid. Blender runs for
5 minutes, 45 seconds.

The SMOOTHIE ( )
setting blends
frozen or fresh
smoothies. Blender
pulses five times
at the beginning to
chop ice or frozen
ingredients and then
ramps up to run on
high speed for
45 seconds.

The ICE CRUSH ( )
setting breaks ice
into pieces small
enough for slushies
or fine cocktails.
Blender continuously
pulses from low to
medium for
1 minute.

When a recipe calls
for making a fruit or
vegetable juice, run
the WHOLE JUICE
( ) program. The
WHOLE JUICE
setting gives a
smooth consistency
to pureed fruit or
vegetables and a
fine texture when whole grains or seeds
are included in the juice recipe. It is great
for blending more fibrous fruits and
vegetables into a delicious, healthy juice.
The blender slowly ramps up from low to
high, running for 55 seconds.
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Using Manual Mode

1

2

Rotate the VARIABLE SPEED DIAL to 1.

3 – OPTIONAL
w WARNING

Burn Hazard: Do not
fill blender jar with hot liquid beyond the
6-cup (1420-ml) level. With the protection
of an oven mitt or thick towel, place one
hand on top of lid. Keep exposed skin away
from lid. Start blending at lowest speed.
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Press START/STOP (
) and slowly
rotate the VARIABLE SPEED DIAL to the
right or left during blending to increase or
decrease blending speed.
If using PULSE ( ), the blender will run
at the speed on the dial only when the
PULSE ( ) switch is held down.

4 – OPTIONAL
Remove emulsion cup and insert
tamper into hole in lid. Rotate cup
counterclockwise from “locked” to
“unlocked” position and lift out.
NOTE: Turn blender OFF (O) before
removing emulsion cup and when
adding the tamper.

Using Manual Mode (cont.)

5

6

Place one hand on top of lid to move
thick mixtures around in blender jar.

7

8

Remove blender jar.

w WARNING

At the end of the blending cycle, rotate
the VARIABLE SPEED DIAL back to the
1 position and press the START/STOP
(
) switch to stop blending. Turn off
the blender with the RESET/OFF (I/O)
switch on the right side of the base.
Unplug blender after blending.

Burn Hazard:

Remove lid by lifting up on any corner
while holding blending jar securely.
Serve.

Metal parts under
blending jar get hot
after extended use.
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Using Your Blender (cont.)
Blender Tips
• To add foods when blender is operating,
remove emulsion cup and add
ingredients through the opening.
• For best performance, the minimum
amount of liquid needed per recipe is
one cup (8 ounces/237 ml). Add more
liquid if food is not blending properly.
The amount of liquid needed will vary
based on the other ingredients required
for blending.
• If blending action stops during blending
or ingredients stick to sides of jar, insert
tamper to help move the mixture around
or add more liquid to blender jar.
• Do not store food or liquids in blender
jar.
• Avoid bumping or dropping blender
when in operation or at any time.
• Use tamper when making nut butters

and blend in 1-minute intervals.

• Cutting large whole fruits and
vegetables may allow them to blend
more quickly.
• Do not fill blender jar past highest
graduation marking.
• Always place liquid in blender jar first,
then remaining ingredients.
• If ice or frozen fruit pieces are not
blending, stop the blender and pulse a
few times.
• Do not allow ice to stand or freeze in
jar. Immediately crush ice after placing
in jar.
NOTE: This machine is equipped
with motor overload protection. If the
motor stops during operation due to
overheating, unplug and allow it to cool
down for approximately 15 minutes.
Plug machine back in to resume normal
operation.

Using the Tamper
• The hand protector on the tamper and the
lid work together to prevent the tamper
from hitting the blades when the lid is
secured properly on the blender jar.
• The blender jar should not be more than
two-thirds full when the tamper is used
during blending.
• Only use the tamper provided with this
model blender. Do not use tampers made
for any other blender or blender model.
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• If food does not circulate, an air bubble
may be trapped in the mixture. Remove
the blender jar from the blender base.
Remove the emulsion cup. Release the air
bubble by inserting the tamper through
the emulsion cup opening.
• Holding the tamper straight down may
not help ingredients circulate. If necessary,
point the tamper toward the sides or
corners of the blender jar. DO NOT try to
force the tamper deeper into the jar.

Cleaning Your Blender

1
Unplug blender.

w WARNING

Electrical Shock Hazard:
Disconnect power before cleaning. Do
not immerse cord, plug, base, or motor
in water or other liquid.

3
Wipe blender base, control panel, and
cord with a damp cloth or sponge. To
remove stubborn spots, use a mild,
nonabrasive cleanser.

2
Remove jar, lid, and emulsion cup.
w WARNING Burn Hazard:
Metal parts under blending jar get hot after
extended use.

DISHWASHER-SAFE
DO NOT use the “SANI” setting when
washing in the dishwasher. “SANI”
cycle temperatures could damage your
product. Parts may also be washed
with hot, soapy water. Rinse and dry
thoroughly. Do not soak.

NOTES:
• HAND WASH ONLY. Alternative is to fill jar halfway with water and add 2–3 drops of
dish soap. Blend for 30 seconds. Rinse and dry thoroughly.
• To clean after blending oily foods, sprinkle 1/4 cup (59 ml) baking soda in blender. Add
1 cup (237 ml) white vinegar. Mixture will bubble. When bubbling subsides, add 2 cups
(473 ml) water and blend on the HOT SOUP cycle. Wash any remaining residue with
dish soap and water. Rinse and dry thoroughly.
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Troubleshooting
Error Messages
PROBLEM

PROBABLE CAUSE/SOLUTION

All program buttons are
flashing.

• The motor has overheated during use. Turn power
switch to OFF (O) and allow to cool for 15 minutes.
Turn power switch to RESET (I), and resume normal
operation.

The SMOOTHIE ( ) and
ICE CRUSH ( ) buttons
are flashing.

• Remove the blender jar and lid. Stir contents and top
with lid. Press HOT SOUP ( ) cycle. If the problem
persists, turn unit off, unplug from electrical outlet, and
contact the customer service center.

The HOT SOUP ( )
and WHOLE JUICE (
buttons are flashing.

• The blender speed has ramped up to high too quickly
and run on high speed. Turn the unit off, unplug from
the electrical outlet, and call the customer service
center.

)

Blender is plugged in
and switch is in ON (I)
position, but panel lights
are not illuminated.

• Blender enters standby mode after 3 minutes of
inactivity to conserve power. Press any control panel
button or switch to resume normal operation.

NOTE: Buttons start flashing 10 seconds after a problem has occurred.
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Troubleshooting (cont.)
PROBLEM
Blender fails to start
and program lights
are not illuminated.

Blender stops while
it is running and the
program lights are
illuminated.
Blender stops while
running and START/
STOP (
) light
flashes.

Ingredients will not
mix properly.

Blender smells like it
is burning.

There is grease
around the bottom of
the blender jar or on
the counter top.
Blender jar is cloudy
or stained.

Blender fails to start.

PROBABLE CAUSE/SOLUTION
• Make sure that the main power RESET/OFF (I/O) button is
in the RESET (I) position.
• Check to see if unit is securely plugged into an electrical
outlet of the proper voltage and frequency.
• Check to see if the fuse for the electrical outlet has blown
or if a circuit breaker has tripped.
• This blender is equipped with motor overload protection.
If the motor stops during operation due to overheating,
unplug and allow the blender to cool down. Plug blender
back in after 15 minutes.
• Resume normal operation.
• Mixture in blender is too heavy of a load on the motor. This
blender is programmed to stop running to protect itself from
electrical damage. Remove some of the ingredients from the
blender jar. Turn VARIABLE SPEED DIAL to 1 and press the
START/STOP (
) switch to continue to process in MANUAL
mode. Increase speed as necessary. If this issue happens again,
remove more of the blender mixture and start the process again.
• Check to see if enough liquid has been added to the
ingredients. Mixture should be fluid and free-running at all
times.
• Solid pieces are too large.
• Container is too full. Do not fill past highest (8 cups/1.9 L)
graduation marking.
• Cutter assembly blades are not sharp or are damaged.
Inspect container and cutter assembly daily.
• Select speed to create a fluid blend.
• Turn off blender and allow unit to cool.
• Although motors are tested during the manufacturing
process, heavy use may cause curing of motor windings.
The smell may quickly dissipate after a few heavy uses.
• If smell continues after additional heavy uses, call our
customer care center.
• Monitor the problem and source. This may indicate an
issue with the jar bearings.
• Call our customer care center if the condition persists.
• Some cloudiness may be natural after use. The minerals
from fruits, produce, and leafy greens, in addition to the
oils of various nut butters, can sometimes cause a film on
the blender jar or may be difficult to clean.
• Sprinkle 1/4 cup (59 ml) baking soda in blender. Add 1 cup
(237 ml) white vinegar. Mixture will bubble. When bubbling
subsides, add 2 cups (473 ml) water and blend on the HOT
SOUP ( ) cycle. Wash any remaining residue with dish
soap and water. Rinse and dry thoroughly.
• Jar is not in place.
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Notes
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Limited Eight-Year Warranty
This warranty applies to products purchased and used in Taiwan and will not
be re-issued. This product is warranted to be free from defects in material and
workmanship for a period of eight (8) years from the date of original purchase or
9,500 cycles. During this period, your exclusive remedy is repair or replacement of
this product or any component found to be defective, at our option; however, you
are responsible for all costs associated with returning the product to us and our
returning a product or component under this warranty to you.
This warranty does not cover wear from normal use, use not in conformity with
the printed directions, or damage to the product resulting from accident, alteration,
abuse, misuse or damage to the product resulting from fire, earthquake, flood,
lightning and other natural disasters, abnormal voltage and other external factors.
Original sales receipt is required as proof of purchase to make a warranty claim. This
warranty is void if the product is used for other than single-family household use.
We exclude all claims for special, incidental, and consequential damages caused by
breach of express or implied warranty.
To make a warranty claim, please contact us at:
Tel: +886-2995-9258
Email: shop@Quoview.com
Address:
Quoview Technology, Inc.
No. 646-1, Chongxin Road, Section 5, Sanchong District
New Taipei City, Taiwan 24158
www.hamiltonbeach.com.tw

Customer Name: ____________________________
Address: ___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
Phone: _____________________________________
Email: ______________________________________
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ৃⱘࡴ䭋㎮㑰Ǆࡴ䭋㎮㑰ⱘ䳏ᬜ㛑䳔ㄝৠ
۾ᮐℸ䳏఼ⱘ䳏ᬜ㛑Ǆࡴ䭋㎮㑰ᖙ䷜⚎
ഄൟⱘ㎮䳏⑤㎮Ǆᖙ䷜ᇣᖗ䄍ᜢഄᅝ
㕂ᓊ䭋㎮ˈ䙓݊ܡൖᮐ㟎䴶Ḡ䴶ˈᕲ
㗠䙓ܡ㹿ܦスᢝᡃᛣ㌚צџᬙǄ
བᵰߛࡆߔ⠛ܗӊ㹿䥪ԣϨϡ㛑⿏ࢩˈ䳏
″ᇛℸফࠄ᧡ᆇǄ䂟࣓Փ⫼Ǆ䂟㟈䳏ܡ
䊏ᅶ᳡䳏䁅ˈ⥆ᕫ䊛㿞Ǆ
䂟࣓ᇛ㺱ⓓ亳⠽⎆储ⱘᢠᵃᬒ㕂ᮐ
ދ㮣ㆅЁǄ䗭ᇛ᧡ᆇߛࡆߔܗӊǃ䂓⧚
″ǃᢠᵃˈϨৃ㛑䗴៤ҎવڋᆇǄ

⊼ᛣ˖
⊼ᛣ˖ℸℒ䳏఼٭䳏″䍙䓝ֱ䅋ࡳ㛑Ǆབᵰ䳏″䘢➅㗠Փ⫼䘢ЁذℶᎹˈ䂟ᢨߎ
ᦦ丁ˈ䅧݊ދॏ㋘ߚ䧬Ǆ䞡ᮄᦦϞᦦ丁ҹᕽॳℷᐌ᪡Ǆ
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䚼ӊ㟛ࡳ㛑
佪Փ⫼ࠡ˖䭟ଳ䂓⧚″ࣙ㺱ᕠˈ䂟ᣝ✻ǋ⏙⋫ᙼⱘᢠ″ǌᣛҸ᪡Ǆ
佪Փ⫼ࠡ˖

ч⎆ᵃ

㪟ᄤ

ᠧ༃″

ᢠᵃ

ߛࡆߔܗӊ

ᵃ
䞡㕂䮰䭝 䳏⑤ 
I/O 䭟䮰

ᑩᑻ
㛜㸱
䭟䮰

䭟ྟذℶ
䭟䮰



ᑣᣝ䟩

䅞䗳䔝Ⲹ

18

䚼ӊ㟛ࡳ㛑˄㑠˅
ч⎆ᵃ˖
ч⎆ᵃ˖䂓⧚″䘟ᰖˈՓ⫼ч⎆ᵃ᜶᜶ഄᇛ⎆储៤ߚࡴܹࠄᢠᵃЁˈᕲ㗠नࡽ㻑䂓
᭭䞀∕Ǆ
㪟ᄤ˖㪟ᄤⱘ䀁㿜֓ᮐ㪟Ϟǃᣓϟঞ⏙⧚Ǆ᪡䳏఼ᰖˈ䂟㐑ᰃՓ⫼㪟ᄤч⎆ᵃǄ
㪟ᄤ˖
ᢠᵃ˖ஂԡ˄Ⲣৌǃᵃ↿छ˅⏙Ἦ῭ᯢǄ
ᢠᵃ˖
ᠧ༃″˖ᠧ༃″᳝ࡽᮐ⏋ড়ϡ䘽⫼᱂䗮ᢠࡳ㛑ᢠⱘ▗⿴ޡދᴤ᭭ⱘ亳⠽Ǆᅗৃ䰆ℶ⇷
ᠧ༃″˖
⊵ᔶ៤ˈ⚎ᵰҕ䞀⫰ޡދ咲㻑ⱘདᐿǄ
䞡㕂䮰䭝 I/O  䳏⑤ 䭟䮰ᮋ䏃఼䞡㕂䮰䭝
䭟䮰ᮋ䏃఼
I/O  䳏⑤ 䭟䮰
䂓⧚″ᑩᑻⱘেوǄ䁆䭟䮰ࠊ䂓⧚″䳏⑤Ǆℸ䭟䮰гᰃᮋ䏃఼Ǆབᵰ䏇
䭬ˈᖙ䷜ܜ䮰䭝ˈݡ䭟ଳ՚ᕽԡǄ

ࠊৄ
䅞䗳䔝Ⲹ˖
Ё䭧ⱘ䅞䗳䔝Ⲹ≎ᅮ䂓⧚″ࢩᓣᰖⱘ䗳
ᑺ䀁ᅮǄ

ᑣᣝ䟩˖
ˈ≭ބ
ˈބ
ˈ㋨
᳝݅ಯןᑣ䀁ᅮ˖➅⑃
Ǆབᵰ䙌ᛇ㽕ⱘᑣˈᣝϟ䁆ᑣᣝ䟩ेৃǄ
ᵰ∕
䭟ྟذℶ
䭟ྟذℶ
ࠡذℶᶤᑣǄ

㛜㸱
ᣝԣ
ᢠǄ

䭟䮰˖
䭟䮰⫼՚ଳࢩ㌤ᴳǋࢩǌᓣˈ㗙䘅ᳳ㌤ᴳП

䭟䮰
䭟䮰ϡᬒˈҹǋࢩǌᓣЁⱘǋ䅞䗳䔝ⲸǌϞⱘ䗳ᑺ㸠

㞾ࢩ䍙䓝ֱ䅋˖
㞾ࢩ䍙䓝ֱ䅋˖ℸℒ䳏఼٭䳏″䍙䓝ֱ䅋ࡳ㛑Ǆབᵰ䳏″䘢➅㗠Փ⫼䘢ЁذℶᎹ
ˈ䂟ᢨߎᦦ丁ˈ䅧݊ދॏ㋘ߚ䧬Ǆ䞡ᮄᦦϞᦦ丁ҹᕽॳℷᐌ᪡Ǆ
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Փ⫼ᙼⱘ䂓⧚″
佪Փ⫼ࠡ˖
佪Փ⫼ࠡ˖䭟ଳ䂓⧚″ࣙ㺱ᕠˈ䂟ᣝ✻ǋ⏙⋫ᙼⱘ䂓⧚″ǌЁⱘ䁾ᯢ᪡Ǆ
䞡㽕˖ᢠᵃߛࡆߔܗӊℷᐌՓ⫼䘢Ё᳗⺼᧡Ǆ䂟ࢭᖙᰖᐌ⁶ᶹᢠᵃᰃ৺᳝ࠏ⮩ǃ
䞡㽕˖
⸈ߎ⧒㺖㋟Ǆ䂟ࢭᖙᰖᐌ⁶ᶹߛࡆߔܗӊᰃ৺⸈᧡ǃ⸈㺖ߎ⧒ߔ⠛僚ࢩⱘ⧒䈵Ǆབᵰ
ᢠᵃߛࡆߔ㹿᧡າˈ䂟࣓Փ⫼Ǆ

1
ᇛᢠᵃᬒ㕂ᑩᑻϞǄ

3
ᇛ㪟ᄤч⎆ᵃᬒ㕂ᢠᵃϞǄᇛч
⎆ᵃᦦ䘆㪟ᄤЁϺϨ䗣䘢䷚ᰖ䞱ᮟ䔝՚
ᅮǄᢚϟч⎆ᵃˈՓ⫼ᠧ༃″ᮄᴤ
᭭Ǆ

20

2
ᮄᴤ᭭Ǆ

4
ᦦϞ䂓⧚″ᦦ丁Ǆᇛ䞡㕂䮰䭝 I/O 䭟䮰
ᬒ㕂䞡㕂˄I˅ԡ㕂Ϟˈ䗮䳏⑤ҹ⑪٭
ᢠǄࠡッᣛ⼎➜҂䍋Ǆϔᮺ䳏఼㰩ᮐ⛵
Ҏⲷㅵ⢔ᜟˈ䂟ᇛ䞡㕂䮰䭝 I/O 䭟䮰ᬒ
㕂䮰䭝˄O˅ϞǄབᵰ䂓⧚″䳏⑤ᏆᦦϞ
Ϩ䭟䮰㰩ᮐ䭟˄I˅ԡ㕂ˈԚᰃ䴶ᵓᣛ⼎➜
ϡ҂ˈࠛ䂓⧚″Ꮖ䘆ܹᕙ″ᓣǄߚ䧬
ϡ⌏ࢩПᕠህ᳗ⱐ⫳䗭。ᚙ⊕Ǆᣝϟӏԩ
ࠊৄᣝ䟩䭟䮰ˈᕽॳℷᐌ᪡Ǆ

Փ⫼ᑣ䀁ᅮ
ᑣᆺ⧒њ䜡ᮍ。串᳔Շ࣪ঞⱘ࣪ܗᢠ䗳ᑺᰖ䭋Ǆᣝϟᑣᣝ䟩ڙ咲
҂᠔䙌ᑣǄ⭊ᣝϟᑣᣝ䟩ᕠˈ䂓⧚″㞾ࢩ䭟ྟᎹˈᑣ㌤ᴳᕠˈ䂓⧚
″㞾ࢩذℶᎹǄ㽕ᑣᕾ⪄ࠡذℶ䂓⧚″ˈ䂟ᣝ䭟ྟذℶ˄
˅
Ǆݡᣝᑣᣝ䟩ˈᇛ᳗䞡㕂ᑣǄᑣᇛᕲ丁䭟ྟ㸠Ǆབᵰᙼݡᣝ䭟
˅ᣝ䟩ˈ䂓⧚″ᇛ䷤䀁⚎ࢩᓣǄ
ྟذℶ˄

➅⑃
䀁ᅮৃՓ
ॳ᭭䅞៤▗⑃ˈϺᇛ
▗⑃ࡴ➅㟇䖥⊌咲
ⱘ⑿ᑺǄℸᑣ
ᢠ䞣ϡᕫ䍙䘢ᵃ
↿छ Ǆ㻑⑃
ᰖˈ䂟ᕲԢ⑿ᅸ⑿
៤ߚ䭟ྟǄৃᇛч⎆
ᵃᬒ㕂㪟ϞǄ䂓⧚
″㸠ߚ⾦Ǆ

ބ
䀁ᅮᇛ
ބพ㉝ˈ⫼ᮐ㻑
㊪┓仆᭭㊒㕢䲲ሒ
䜦Ǆ䂓⧚″ᕲԢ㛜㸱
㸠㟇Ё㛜㸱ˈᰖ䭋
⚎ߚ䧬Ǆ

≭ބ
䀁ᅮᢠ
ޡބᮄ冂≭ބǄ
䂓⧚″佪ܜ㛜㸱Ѩߚ
䧬ˈᇛॳޡބބ᭭
䳛ˈ✊ᕠ䅞⚎催
䗳㸠⾦Ǆ

བᵰ亳䄰䳔㽕㻑ᵰ
∕㬀㦰∕ˈ䂟㸠
㋨ᵰ∕
ᑣǄ
ǋ㋨ᵰ∕ǌ䀁ᅮৃᆺ
⧒ᇡ∈ᵰ⊹㬀㦰⊹
ⱘഛ࣏ᢠˈᇛܼ〔
⠽。㉑ࡴܹᵰ∕
ᕠˈ᳗Ҹ៤કⳟ䍋՚
कߚ㊒㌄Ǆ㑪㎁∈
ᵰঞ㬀㦰ℸᕫҹ
ᠧ៤㕢ੇعᒋⱘᵰ㬀∕Ǆ䂓⧚″᜶᜶ࡴᖿ䗳
ᑺǄ㸠䭋䘨⾦Ǆ

21

Փ⫼ࢩᓣ

1

2

䔝ࢩ䅞䗳䔝Ⲹ㟇Ǆ

3 – ৃ䙌
w 䄺ਞ ➭ॅڋ䱾˖
➭ॅڋ䱾˖

ܹצᢠᵃЁⱘ➅∈䞣ϡᕫ䍙䘢ᵃ
↿छ ࠏᑺ㎮Ǆ䂟Փ⫼⚸ㆅ
༫८↯Ꮢᇛϔ䲏ວԣ㪟ϞǄֱᣕ
㻌䴆ⱘⲂ㝮䘴䲶㪟ᄤҹ᳔Ԣ䗳ᑺ
䭟ྟᢠǄ

22

ᣝ䭟ྟذℶ
ᣝ䟩ˈ㎽᜶䔝ࢩ䅞䗳
䔝Ⲹ㟇ে䙞Ꮊ䙞ᢠҹᦤ催䰡Ԣᢠ
䗳ᑺǄ
བᵰՓ⫼㛜㸱
া᳝ᣝϟ㛜㸱
䭟䮰ⱘᚙ⊕ϟˈ䂓⧚″ᠡ᳗ҹ䔝ⲸϞ
ⱘ䗳ᑺ䘟Ǆ

4 – ৃ䙌
ᢚϟч⎆ᵃϺϨᇛᠧ༃″ᦦܹ㪟ᄤⱘ⋲ষ
ЁǄᇛᵃᄤᕲǋϞ䥪ǌԡ㕂䗚ᰖ䞱ᮟ䔝㟇
ǋ㾷䥪ǌԡ㕂ϺϨᦤߎǄ
⊼ᛣ˖ᢚ䰸ч⎆ᵃࠡˈᮄᠧ༃″ᰖˈ䂟
⊼ᛣ˖
ᮟ䔝䂓⧚″㟇䮰䭝˄O˅ԡ㕂Ǆ

Փ⫼ࢩᓣ˄㑠˅

5

6

䂟ᇛϔ䲏ວԣ㪟ᄤˈՓ⫼ᠧ༃″ᇛᮕ䙞
▗⿴⏋ড়⠽䘆ᢠᵃܻǄ

7

ᢠ䘅ᳳ㌤ᴳᰖˈᮟ䔝ǋ䅞䗳䔝ⲸǌˈՓ
Пಲࠄԡ㕂ˈ✊ᕠᣝϟଳࢩذℶ
䭟䮰ҹذℶᢠǄՓ⫼ᑩᑻে䙞ⱘ
䞡㕂䮰䭝 I/O 䭟䮰ˈ䮰䭝䂓⧚″Ǆᢠ
ᕠᢨߎ䂓⧚″ᦦ丁Ǆ

8

পϟᢠᵃǄ

w 䄺ਞ ➭ॅڋ䱾˖

ᦵ㎞ᢠᵃⱘৠᰖϞᦤӏϔ㾦ˈҹℸᢚϟ
㪟ᄤǄߎצ仆⫼Ǆ

䭋ᰖ䭧Փ⫼䂓⧚″ᕠˈ݊
ᵃϟⱘ䞥ቀ䚼ߚ᳗ⱐ➭Ǆ
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Փ⫼ᙼⱘ䂓⧚″˄㑠˅
䂓⧚″Փ⫼ᦤ⼎
噝䂓⧚″㸠ᰖᮄ亳⠽ˈ䂟ᢚϟч⎆ᵃ
Ϻᕲぎ䱭㰩ᮄॳ᭭Ǆ
噝⚎ⱐᧂ䂓⧚″᳔Շᬜ㛑ˈ↣亳䄰᠔䳔ⱘ⎆
储䞣ϡᕫԢᮐϔᵃ˄Ⲣৌ↿छ˅Ǆ
བᵰ亳⠽ᢠϡ⭊ˈ䂟ࡴ⎆储䞣Ǆ᠔䳔
⎆储䞣ᢠॳ᭭ϡৠ㗠᳝᠔Ꮒ⭄Ǆ
噝བᵰᢠ䘢Ёᢠذℶ㗙ॳ᭭咣
ᵃຕϞˈ䂟ᦦܹᠧ༃″ҹनࡽ⿏ࢩ਼䙞
ᢠ⠽ᕔᢠᵃЁᮄ⎆储Ǆ
噝䂟࣓ᢠᵃЁ܆ᄬ亳⠽⎆储Ǆ
噝ᢠᰖӏԩᰖˈ䂟䙓⺄ܡᩲ䂓⧚″Ǆ
噝㻑ᵰҕ䞀ᰖˈ䂟Փ⫼ᠧ༃″ϺϨߚ
䧬䭧䱨䭧䘆㸠ᢠǄ

噝ൟ∈ᵰ㬀㦰ⱘߛࡆৃ㛑ࡴᖿᅗⱘץᢠ
䗳ᑺǄ
噝ࡴܹࠄᢠᵃЁⱘ亳ᴤ䞣ϡᕫ䍙䘢᳔催ࠏ
ᑺ῭㿬Ǆ
噝䂟㐑ᰃܜᇛ⎆储ܹצᢠᵃЁˈ✊ᕠࡴܹ
݊Ҫॳ᭭Ǆ
噝བᵰ៤ࡳᢠ∈ޡބᵰˈ䂟ذℶ䂓⧚″
䘟ˈܜ㛜㸱ᑒǄ
噝䂟࣓䅧ބพᢠᵃЁᄬ⬭㌤ބǄބพ
ᬒܹᢠᵃᕠˈ䂟ेࠏ㉝Ǆ

⊼ᛣ˖
⊼ᛣ˖ℸℒ䳏఼٭䳏″䍙䓝ֱ䅋ࡳ㛑Ǆ
བᵰ䳏″䘢➅㗠Փ⫼䘢ЁذℶᎹ
ˈ䂟ᢨߎᦦ丁ˈ䅧݊ދॏ㋘ߚ
䧬Ǆ䞡ᮄᦦϞᦦ丁ҹᕽॳℷᐌ᪡Ǆ

Փ⫼ᠧ༃″
噝⭊㪟ᄤℷ⺎ᅮࠄᢠᵃϞᰖᠧ༃″䳔
䜡ড়㪟ᄤϔ䍋᪡ҹ䰆ᠧ༃″⺄ᩲߔ⠛Ǆ
噝ᢠ䘢ЁՓ⫼ᠧ༃″ᰖˈࡴܹᢠᵃ
ⱘॳ᭭ϡᕫ䍙䘢ᢠᵃⱘϝߚПѠǄ
噝ڙ㛑Փ⫼⬅ᴀൟ㰳䂓⧚″ᦤկⱘᠧ༃″Ǆ
ϡᕫՓ⫼⚎݊Ҫ䂓⧚″݊Ҫ䂓⧚″ൟ㰳㻑
ⱘᠧ༃″Ǆ

24

噝བᵰ亳⠽ϡ⌕䗮ˈ⏋ড়⠽Ёᇛৃ㛑ߎ⧒⇷
⊵ǄᇛᢠᵃᕲᑩᑻЁ⿏䰸Ǆᢚϟч⎆ᵃǄ
ᇛᠧ༃″ᦦܹч⎆ᵃぎ䱭Ёҹᥦߎ⇷⊵Ǆ
噝ൖⳈᣝϟᠧ༃″ϡ㛑नࡽॳ᭭⌕䗮Ǆབ᳝
ᖙ㽕ˈ䂟ᇛᠧ༃″ᇡ㨫ᢠᵃⱘو䴶㾦
㨑Ǆ䂟࣓௫䀺ᔋࠊᗻഄ䅧ᠧ༃″䘆ܹᢠ
ᵃⱘ⏅㰩Ǆ

⏙⋫ᙼⱘ䂓⧚″

1
ᢨߎ䂓⧚″䳏⑤ᦦ丁Ǆ
䳏ॅ䱾˖
w 䄺ਞ 䳏ॅ䱾˖
⏙┨Пࠡˈܜᮋ䭟䳏⑤Ǆ䂟࣓ᇛ䳏⑤㎮ǃ䳏
ᦦ丁ǃᑩᑻ䳏″⍌ܹ∈݊Ҫ⎆储ЁǄ

3
⫼▩Ꮧ⍋㎓䂓⧚″ᢠ″ᑩᑻǃࠊৄ䳏
㑰㎮ǄՓ⫼⑿䴲ⷨ⺼ᗻⱘ⏙┨ࡥ՚এ䰸
䷥∵─Ǆ

2
ᢚϟᢠᵃǃ㪟ᄤঞч⎆ᵃǄ
w 䄺ਞ ➭ॅڋ䱾˖
䭋ᰖ䭧Փ⫼䂓⧚″ᕠˈ݊ᵃϟⱘ䞥ቀ䚼ߚ᳗
ⱐ➭Ǆ

ৃՓ⫼⋫″⏙⋫
⋫″Ё⏙⋫ᰖˈ䂟࣓Փ⫼ǋ⏙┨ǌ䀁
ᅮǄǋ⏙┨ǌᕾ⪄⑿ᑺৃ㛑᳗᧡າᙼⱘ⫶
કǄгৃҹՓ⫼➅㙹ⱖ∈⏙⋫䚼ӊǄᖍᑩ
⏙⋫ǃ᪺ђǄ䂟࣓⍌⊵Ǆ

⊼ᛣџ䷙˖
噝ڙ㛑⋫Ǆ㗙ৃҹᢠᵃЁ⊼ܹϔञⱘ∈ˈ✊ᕠᮄ㟇Ⓢ⋫┨㊒Ǆᢠ⾦
䧬Ǆᖍᑩ≪⋫ᕠ᪺ђǄ
噝㽕ᢠњ⊍ᗻ亳⠽ᕠ䘆㸠⏙⋫ˈᢠ఼Ϟ☥ᵃ˄PO˅ᇣ㯛ᠧǄࡴᵃ˄
PO˅ⱑ䝟Ǆ⏋ড়⠽ᇛ᳗䍋⊵Ǆ⊵≿⍜䗔ᕠˈࡴᵃ˄PO˅∈ᕠˈՓ⫼ǋ➅⑃ǌᓣ
ᢠǄ⫼⋫┨㊒⏙∈≪⋫ᥝ᠔᳝ⱘⅬ们⎆储Ǆᖍᑩ≪⋫ᕠ᪺ђǄ
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ᬙ䱰ᥦ䰸
䤃䁸䊛㿞
ଣ丠

ৃ㛑ॳ㾷≎ᮍḜ

᠔᳝ᑣᣝ䟩䭗⟡Ǆ

ބ
≭ބ
ᣝ䟩ϔⳈ䭗⟡Ǆ

噝 Փ⫼䘢Ёˈ䳏″⑿ᑺ䘢催Ǆ䂟ᇛ䳏⑤䭟䮰ᬒ㕂䮰䭝 O
ԡ㕂Ϟˈދॏߚ䧬Ǆᇛ䭟䮰䂓㟇䞡㕂˄I˅ԡ㕂ˈᕽॳℷ
ᐌ᪡Ǆ



噝 ᢚϟᢠᵃ㪟ᄤǄᢠ亳⠽ˈ㪟Ϟ㪟ᄤǄᣝ➅⑃
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I/O

Model/型號：
58911-TW
58912-TW
58913-TW

Type/類別：
B79

Capacity/容積：
1800毫升

I

Rating/規格：
110V~ 60Hz 1200W

委製廠商:
Dist.: Hamilton Beach Brands, Inc., Glen Allen, VA 23060
© 2017 Hamilton Beach Brands, Inc.
USA 1-800-851-8900
27

(8)

9,500

+886-2995-9258
shop@Quoview.com
進口商：匯聚科技股份有限公司

24158
www.hamiltonbeach.com.tw

5

646-1
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